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Abstract:' A systematic development of "broad classes of c~JllPosite ferrites is 

given in terms of MO or R
2
0
J 

addition to a mot'hers:pinel under 

three groupings 1,..1 t LN. 1-Nwhich ,refer to systems·,.invol ving two 

inverse spinels, two'normal and one of eacho The behavior of the 
relat~d magnetic moments is examined. in terms of composition for 

certain idealized conditions in. the light of .anti:f~rroma.gnetic 

coupling of spins at the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. '-'he 
. , . 

conditions under which the 'magn~tic momen,t shift s. ill direction 

(referred to as a reversal effect al~eady observed in th~ system 

Nio.(Fe20
3
Lx.(A..i20S)x),a.re established so that predic·tions can 

be made as to its general occurrence,. Certain depa;rtures between 

theoretical and experimental magnetic mbment dependence on composi .... 

tion are pointed ou~, and in partIcular ~the intere'~ting case of 

Mgo.(Fe'20J)l_x.A!.20J'is re-examined by all oWa.D: c,e' for incomplete 

inversion, in MgO ole20
3 

itself-.. aprocedure which still.fails to 

reconcile theory with the reported observation, thus suggesting 

a closer scru~iny,ofthis system. 

1 Although magnetic spinels have been known for many years!)' evidently 

no systematic basis for synthesis!) ~rticularlY in the meaningful circumstance 

of mixed ferri te s II has been explicitly delineated.Composi te fe rri tes clearly 

are of special interest si~ce they inherently permit greater variability in 

the magnetic and electrical properties. both in terms of composition as well 
2 as 'heat treatme~ The class of materials of present concern are those 

preparations adhering to the chemical formula. (MO) o {JIB 0)1 • (R20
3

) ,.(R
29 03) j , x -x ' y 1-y 
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such variations are possible as stem from single spinels having such formulae 

as MooR203 and. 2MO oR02o
J This la.tter aspect introduces no undue complications 

in the text to followo 

The systemization scheme for ferrite synthesis is developed from the 

point of view of characterizing I the saturation magnetization. The procedure . s 
to be described can readily be extended to other magnetic systems such as the 

perovskites and ferroxdureso The inte~rated scheme may be found helpful as a 

guide for future synthesis 9 and as will be seen& areas of unusnal nature remain 

to be explored; during the course of this study 9 researchers at NOLhave announced 

some interesting observations in 4 the system NiO· (Fe20
3

)l_X ·(A 1 20
3

)X which fits 

nicely into our general patterno An understanding of how reversal of the 

magnetic moments arises and what critical conditions must be fulfilled for its 

manifestation is possible on the basis of the elementary treatment given here. 

Also the general nature of these reversals and the identification of other 

possible systems which allow such behavior are revealedo 

Basic Foundations 

To begin with. NeelDs classic explanation5 of the antiferromagnetic 

alignment of spins at the tetrahedral and octahedral sites serves as the corner

stone for direct and ready calculation of the resultant magnetic momento ,Such 
. 6 

calculations h~ve indeed appeared in the literatureo These data and the 

simple theory offered here are actually premised on the following idealizations~ 

loNo upsetting lattice parameter or crystal structure changes occur over 

the composition range--any such drastic changes will clearly alter the 

exchange integral and the coupling strength between spins at the two dis

tinct sites. 

2. The atoms in the equilibrium state are ordered at the various sites-

randomized arrangements are not to be considered in the interest of 

clarity 9 although an extension into this domain can be made if desired" 

30 No significant departures from stoichiometric oxygen exist in the 

preparations--modified valencies affecting the normal atomic moments 

are excludedo 

40 The system exhibits complete solid solubility--quantitative treatment 

for a multi-phase system becomes obscureo 

We shall make use of two rather broad classifications of ferrite 

synthesi,s that have found their way into practice: 
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-----. (MO) I-x 0 (Mu 0) x 0 R20 J 

• MO° (R2U 0J)xo (R20J ) I-x 

The first of these conforms to the important ferroxcube series and has of 

course received considerable attention; the latter pathway\) however\) is rela

tively untrammeled and is indeed within the bounds of the NOL work referred 

to earlier. 

In general\) a given spinel will pr~fer a particular arrangement of 

the atoms so that as a reasonable approximation in the pure state either a 

normal or inverse structure occurs. That departure can arise is suggested by 

the observations that ordinarily magnesium ferrite is about 90% inverse.? 

Allowing for this latter possibilitYe we may still represent three underlying 

modes of synthesis by 

{

I_I -- MooR203 inverse and KU O·R20
J 

NfO"N -- etc. 

I-II 

inverse 

Thus we arrive at the classification scheme within which framework 

certain elementary deductions are to be formulated. 

Group I (MO)1_xo(MUO)xoR201 Series 

Let us consider in turn the three sub-groups as outlined below: 

10 I-I ----the atomic arrangements at the tetrahedral and. octahedral 

sites can be represented in such a manner as 

lR lR 
(I-x) M 

:x: )tD 

o 

\ 

where evidently this is the situation intermediate to either pure\spinel 9 x 

being the fraction of M8 introduced into the preparation. Employing the 

notation\of J.i.
2

" J.i.1 and j.J.D II as the indi vidua.l ma.gnetic moments for the ions 

RIl M and ).{9 \) respectively II the result,ant magnetic moment in uni ts of Bohr magnetons 

is simply 

~ = J.i.2 +J.J.l(l-x) + J.J.lBx - J.i.2 

= J..i.1 + x (j.J.l° - ,u,l) 
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For ~ F O. R must have an atomic moment and the general appearance of the 

~ vs. composition plot is shown in 1'igure 1. 

J..L1 

o x 
Figure 1 

1 

J.i.1 
1 

Symmetry allows interchange of J..L, and J..L
1

8 wi th XU = I-x and so a corr~,sponding 

figure is had for J..L1
9 <: J..L1• Also either J..L1 = 0 or J..L1° = 0 merely introduces 

the modification of the line passing through the origin at x = 0 and x = I. 
re spect i vely. 

2. B-II - here the sites have the configuration 

(I-x) M 2R 

x M' 

T 0 
and so for the net magnetic moment we have 

Here J..L
2 

f 0 and only either ~l or J..L
1

' = 0 for a resultant moment. Now two 

possible kinds of ~ plots are admitted as Figure 2 shows 

o x 

(a) 

1 
Figure 2 2JJ. -J..L Q 2 1 
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Symmetry considerations flip the slopes in the opposite direction and the 

special circumstance 2U2 = ~l makes ~he line pass through the origin for (2a). 

The reversal of the magnetic moment is indicated in (2b) and occurs 

for the stated conditions at a composition Xo given by 

x = _2JJ. ___ 2 __ -_~...;1~ 
o ~lt - ~l ( 

]. I-N -----this system entails more involved atomic migrations than the 

two previous cases considered. The addition of M'O to the inverse spinel 

MO.H
2
0] tends to shift the R ions from the tetrahedral to the octahedral" while:,; 

at the same time KI itself propor;tionates over the two sites. Thus for any 

intermediate state the sites have the appearance as shown 

. (l+y)R 

~-(z+y)J M 

z )il' 

o 

where x = z+y. The relative proportions of z and l' are presumable dependent 

upon the crystal energ~es involve&and might perhaps be so estimated theoretically; 

no attempt will be made in this direction, however. Of course the ratio 

y/z =f(x) can be determined experimentally. 

The resultant magnetic moment for this mixed spinel is 

~ = ~2 (l+y) + ~l .[l-(z+y)] + ~l' z - [J.L2(1-y) + J,J'l' 1'] 

= 2JJ. 21' + ~l' z + ~l - [J..L1 ( z+y) + ~l' Y ] 

S~ppose now we set y/z = r, then it follows that 

["~~ :: tI -l+r 
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and the magnetic moment relation reduces to 

~ = ~l + x [l!r [?J..i.2r + ~lt (l-r>] - ~lJ 
If we restrict r to a constant, this implies that at x = 1 the 

completely normal spinel does not result but is the limi ting case of r -+ 00. 

In this situation, which clearly is the degenerate case of z = O. 

one finds two broad groups of ~ plot s as shown in Figure 3 

J.t1 

o x 1 

(a) Figure 3 

These manifest no essentially new features when compared to Figure 2. Here 

the reversal composition is 

1 

It is possible to treat the general case of z # 0 if we deduce trial 

functions for y(x) and z(x) subject to the following requirements: 

1. y(x) + z(x) = x 

2. at x = 0, y =z = 0, x = 1, Y = lp z = ° 

fr- c l [~-~ .3. at x = 0 
~-

and at 1 dx x= 
dz _ 

c2 
dz _ 

°3 a:x- rx-

C
y ax = c4 

or 
~ "'0 dx 
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o 

These conditions severely limit the 'possible function~ and as Figure 4 suggests, 

they must be highly transcendental in nature. 

z 

" 0 
Figu~e 4 (sch~m~tie) 

x 1 'X 1 

Consequently:., the depend~nce of ~ on composition is intrinsically very complex 

in this system. Further development in terms of explicit functions does not 

seem warranted as yet. 

Group II. MO·(R201)l_x.(B'201)X Series 

In an analogous manner, we proved to deduce the characteristics of 

mixed ferrites in this category. The sub-groups now take on the following 

complexions: 

1. I-I - the ai tes have the atomic distributions 

lR 

T 

with the resultant moment 

(1-2x)R ~; 

2x Bt 

1 J( 

o 

~ = J.J.2 (1-2X) + J1.2' 2x + JJ.l - JJ.2 

= J1.1 + 2X(JJ.2' - J1.2 ) 

Basically, this system is a replica of its Group I companion and Figure 1 

applies equally well with allowance made for notation. 

2. I-X ---the disposition of the atoms is given below 

1M 

2% R' 

o 
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~ = ~2·2(1-x) + iJ.2' -2x - ~l • 

= ~2 ~ ~l + 2X(~2' - JJ.2) 
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which is a result reminescent of its Group I analogue_ Here the reversal 

effect occurs at the composition 

x = o 
2J.J.? - #1 
2(~ - ~ ? 2 2 

3. 1-1 ---the intermediate state is typified by the following distribu

tion of atoms 

yM 

1> x '> 0 

2x R' 

(l-y)M 

o 

for which the corresponding overall magnetic moment is 

~ = J..I.2 [l-(2x-T)] + J..I.2' -;:>.x + (1-1') J..I.1 - {J..I.2(l-T ) + J..I.~1' 1 
=,ul + 2X(1-42' - ~2) - 2y(,ul - ~2) 

The bifurcation of R over the two sites can be measured in terms of 

the ratio 

r = 

where r = f(x). To express ~ in terms of x and r we make the substitution 

y = l-r+2rx 
1+r 

and so derive 

In general. t.he functional dependence of r on x can become quite 

complex. Instead of limiting our discussion to trial functions as was done 
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for the Group I homologue, we can approximate rex) by 

r ~ l-x 

which clearly becomes questionable at the extreme end where x ~ 1; r becomes 

indeterminate rather than zero for this limiting range. The inferencesto 

be drawn nevertheless serve to depict modes of ~ behavior as the composition 

of the mixed ferrite is varied. 

Thus there obtains the desired relation 

LL(X) = -L (.Ax2 + :Bx +'0) = _ [Ax + (B + 2A)J + c + 2(B + 2A) 
. R 2-x, , 2 -x 

with the definitions 

A : 2 [2.Ul - (1J.
2 

+ JJ.2' ) ] 

B =- 2, (2JJ.2' + 1J.2 ) - 7IJ.l 

The latent extrema derive from 

~ = -A + c + 2(:8 + 2A} 
dx (2-x)2 

whence 

x* = 2 . J 2 Gil - iJ.2) 2 - V [2J.J. - (~ + IJ. t ) =-s 
1 2 2 

Physically meaningful x. require 

1 ~s ~2 

and the pairing-off of the following inequalities: 

The extrema values ~ •• given by 
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correspond to maxima and minima as dictated from 

whereby 

? [C + '~( 2A + BJ 
,(2-xf3 

Pol >J..L2 t ~. min. 
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and only one maximum or minimum can occur if no inflection point is possible, 

ioe. J.i.l f J..L2• 

The composition for which !,eversal of the magnetic'moment occurs is 

evaluable from 

x = -:8 + V:s2 - 4AC 
o 2A 

t, o ~x .f 1 o 

Unfortunately the algebra is too messy for explicit expression of Xo and the 

determination of conditions for single and double reversal points. However, 

so m e quali ta.ti ve inferences can be made as to the genera.l appearance of the 

composite magnetic moments as Figure 5 illustrates 

,ul > J.J.2 

\ 

(b)x \1 0 o 1 o 
Figure 5 (schematic) 

These sketches include some of the more important types of behavior to 

anticipated in this system. 

~ Practical Considerations 

1 

, , 

The foregoing somewhat idealized offerings cannot be expected to 

give strictly quantitative agreement with experiment because of deviations 

from the assumptions that have been made. There are several other underlying 

difficulti~s in that: (1) one may not know precisely what magnetic moments 
2+ " 

to employ for the ions--for example Ni has theoretical Po = 2 while experimental 

indicates 2.3; (2) strict preference for inverse or normal structures at the 
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terminal points corresponding to x = ° or 1 may not prevail. These and other 

possible shortcomings should not, nevertheless, detract from the ability 

to arrive systematically at the likely general features to be expected in 

combining certain spinels. 

In terms of some specific reported systems, it is interesting to 

note that idealized behavior in the Ni-Zn ferrite can ~ive agreement with 

observations only if the zinc ions distribute themselves over both sites 

rather than exhibit exclusive preference for the tetrahedral sites. 8 Also, 

while the theory predicts a reversal effect in the· addition of A~203 to 

NioOFe20J it does not give additional a~reement with the NOL observations. 

Finally. while data given by ltoberts9 show a decrease in resultant magnetic 

moment for the addition of A,f203 to MgOoFe
2

0
J

, theory predicts the contrary 

and, indeed, suggest,s a maximum ~ at approximately x*-o.6. Since it is well 

known that the magnesium ferrite is about 90% inverse in i~s normal state, 

it appears worthwhile to study the influence of such an effect. 

! Genepalization of GrouplL I-N Sxstem which Allows for Incomplete States 

By incomplete state, we mean the pure spinel is neither measurably 

just normal nor inverse, but is somewhere in between. Thus if the equilibrium 

, of the sites in the isolated spinel appears as follows: 

(l-a)R 

aM (1-&»)1 

o 
where a represent-s fraction of Mions not in the octahedral sites, then for 

the mixed ferrite the intermediate state shows the atomic distribution 

[l-(a"*7)] R 

(a+y) )1 

The net magnetic moment accordingly becomes 

[1+&-2X+y] R 

2xR' 

o 

JJ.R = JJ.2 [(l+a) + Y-2XJ + J.1.
2

' 02x + J.i.
l 

[l-(a+y)] 

-[1J.2 [l-(a,+y)] + 1J.1 (a+y)] 
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Now if one introduces the definit~on of r as 

the ~(x.r) relation is exactly the same as for the situation where a = O. 

However. when the approximate function rex) is appropriately modified to 

r::..r- a. - l-a 
• L = l+a 

where£: is a parameter which is a measure of the degree of inversion for the 

pure spinel, then there obtains 

_ 1 
~ -A=X (Ax2 + Bx + C) t 4. = 1 + 7 

Here the constants are related to the atomic moments as follows: 

B:= 2 j.k. I - 'Jj.L + 2 L (j.k + /-l '- 2).1.1) 2 1 ,,2 2 

The properties of ~(x) are readily deduced by writing it in the 

form 

~ = _ [Ax + (B + All) J + C + ~_; A6 ) A 

whereby we have at once 

-A + 

and 

c + (B+A~ )~ 

(L:l-x) 2 
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~th S"tnow conrined within the limits 

~~S~~ 
'C-

and the extrema given by 

The physical existence of x* is prescribed by exactly the same 

pairing .... off given earlier for the special case 7:= 1 and so no new quali

tE;tti ve difference in behavior are introduced by the modified theoretical 

development. Thus for MgO·Fe
2
0

3 
to which is added A.J..203, we have the 

following data: 

B = 2'Z":P2 = lOT, C = ~ - 2?"~2 = ~(l-~ = lO(l-~ 

~R"" xf> A G2-rx + ('1: -ill 
Weidentlfj the following critical functional dependences on 

~ '! 

r.-
(JJ. ) .. 1"0' 1- L 
rR x=O - 1+1:"' 

/it- = 5 ~,~(2+'Z") - 4rr] 

whereby in Figure 6 we esta.bll,Bhed the parametric curves as shown below., 
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o x 
Figure 6 
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/ 
/ - -, 

/ ' , ~\o / ' 

1 

It should be noted that as t' ..... 0 and x .... 1 the theoretical results become 

uncertain as described earlier in terms of approximation for r(r,. 

Signed~' Ji/l/2 
Louis Gold 

APproved:..-__ ~?h~~t-It5~ _____ _ 
LG/jk 

co: Group 63 
(25) 

Da.vid R. Bro~ 
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